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Abstract 
Many urban areas are experiencing an increase in the number of trucks and vans delivering goods to retailers as well 
as a decrease in the utilisation of delivery vehicles. This leads to increased emissions, noise and conflicts with 
pedestrians. Large metropolitan areas often have a number of retail centres with outlets being regularly serviced by 
wholesalers. Urban distribution systems are typically characterised by suppliers operating their own vehicle fleets, 
distributing only their goods to their customers on a regular basis. Within specific sectors there is an opportunity to 
combine urban distribution networks to reduce the number of vehicles required for deliveries as well as the distance 
travelled by delivery vehicles. This can result in substantial savings in transport operating costs for carriers as well as 
reduced emissions and noise from freight vehicles. 
It is common in urban distribution networks for suppliers to distribute only their goods to retail outlets. This involves 
each supplier operating vehicles to carry each retailer’s goods and vehicles must visit each retail outlet regularly from 
the supplier’s warehouse. While routes and schedules can be optimised for each wholesaler, vehicles generally have 
low utilisation. 
This paper estimates the benefits of a collaborative distribution network that involves suppliers sharing the use of 
vehicles as well as their storage areas. With the collaborative system, a transfer route is used to transfer goods 
between suppliers where goods with destinations near other suppliers are transferred to these suppliers. This allows 
delivery routes from suppliers to be developed with higher utilisation and lower travel distances. A hypothetical 
urban distribution system is used to estimate the performance of the collaborative distribution system. The process 
used to transform independent distribution systems to collaborative networks is also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Urban areas are experiencing an increase in the number of trucks and vans delivering goods to retailers 
as well as a decrease in the utilisation of delivery vehicles. This leads to increased emissions, noise and 
conflicts with pedestrians. Large metropolitan areas often have a number of retail centres with outlets 
being regularly serviced by wholesalers. Urban distribution systems are typically characterised by 
suppliers operating their own vehicle fleets, only distributing their goods to their customers on a regular 
basis. Within specific sectors there is an opportunity to combine urban distribution networks to reduce the 
number of vehicles required for deliveries as well as the distance travelled by delivery vehicles. This can 
result in substantial savings in transport operating costs for carriers as well as reduced emissions and 
noise from freight vehicles. 
Urban distribution involves vehicles delivering goods from warehouses to retails outlets using vans 
and trucks. It is common in many retail sectors for a moderate number of suppliers or shippers to service 
a large number of the same retail stores in an urban area. Independent networks are typically established 
by each supplier. Such networks are characterized by the delivery frequency and load sizes. 
Physical distribution systems can be structured using different types of routes, routes can be developed 
for transporting goods, from a distribution centre to terminals, between terminals, and between terminals 
and demand points (Daganzo, 2005). 
Transhipment networks can be developed where goods are transferred from depots at terminals and 
separate routes developed from terminals (Daganzo, 2005). Levels of routes are defined, the higher level 
used to transport goods between the depot and terminals with the lower level routes servicing customers 
from the terminals. 
Fischer et al. (1993) showed that by transferring orders between shippers (horizontal and enhanced 
cooperation) in regional distribution can substantially reduce distances travelled by vehicles. 
The OECD study on urban distribution recommended that consolidation of goods delivery is a key to 
achieving sustainable urban goods transport (OECD, 2003). Consolidation was seen as being able to 
counter the increasing demands for frequent and just-in-time delivery as well as restrictions of limited 
spatial infrastructure and environmental demands.  Improved vehicle utilisation reduces vehicle trips thus 
lowering the financial and environmental costs of deliveries. Consolidated loads can often be delivered by 
smaller vehicles with reduced vehicle kilometres. This can help counter the additional transhipment costs. 
Voluntary co-operation within specific sectors of the private sector seems to offer good potential for 
being a successful city logistics scheme.  
However, collaborative distribution systems based around public logistics terminals can be expensive 
to establish and operate. This paper describes how an existing urban distribution network for a sector 
operating with independent delivery systems from suppliers can be transformed into a collaborate 
network to reduce the amount of distance travelled by vehicles. In this type of network, suppliers share 
existing storage space with other suppliers at their warehouses as well delivery vehicles. This can reduce 
transport costs as well as emissions from urban distribution. 
2. Urban distribution networks 
2.1. Independent distribution systems 
It is common in urban distribution networks for suppliers to distribute only their goods to retail outlets. 
This involves each supplier operating vehicles to carry each retailer’s goods and vehicles must visit each 
retail outlet regularly from the supplier’s warehouse. While routes and schedules can be optimised for 
each wholesaler, vehicles generally have low utilisation. 
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Here, a number of suppliers are required to deliver goods to receivers each week. Each supplier must 
deliver to each receiver once per week.  
A hypothetical network was investigated where 4 suppliers each deliver to the same 48 customers in an 
urban area over a weekly period. Each supplier must deliver 200kg of their goods to all customers over a 
weekly period. The suppliers and customers were randomly located within a moderate sized city 40km by 
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Fig.1. Hypothetical urban distribution system 
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Using independent distribution networks each supplier requires their own vehicle. Due to the distances 
and travel times between customers each supplier’s route can only service 8 customers per day. If each 
supplier has only 1 vehicle, suppliers must operate delivery routes 6 days a week to service all customers. 
Optimal routes were developed to minimise travel distance. However, due to customers being located 
throughout the whole urban area, many routes have long stem legs. 
Typical independent distribution routes were constructed where each supplier delivered to 8 customers 
daily over 6 days. Here, each supplier requires their own vehicle with a capacity of at least 1600kg. 
Vehicle routes were developed for each suppliers (Fig. 2 and Table 1). This results in a total distance of 







Fig. 2. Independent routes from suppliers 
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Table 1. Independent routes 
Supplier 
number     Customer number       
Supplier 
number Distance (km) 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 81.9 
1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 102.8 
1 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 81.2 
1 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 1 92.8 
1 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 1 74.0 
1 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 1 74.3 
2 1 7 11 6 5 4 3 2 2 93.8 
2 18 12 13 10 9 14 15 8 2 111.1 
2 17 24 23 22 21 20 19 16 2 88.7 
2 33 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 2 102.6 
2 41 37 35 32 34 38 39 40 2 77.5 
2 48 46 45 44 43 42 36 47 2 105.1 
3 4 3 2 1 48 47 25 8 3 72.9 
3 17 46 45 44 41 40 33 16 3 71.7 
3 26 39 38 42 43 37 34 27 3 68.2 
3 18 32 36 35 31 29 28 15 3 85.2 
3 9 14 24 30 23 20 19 7 3 76.2 
3 10 13 21 22 12 11 6 5 3 92.1 
4 13 11 6 4 2 3 5 10 4 78.6 
4 7 1 8 16 18 15 14 9 4 67.9 
4 17 25 48 47 46 40 33 26 4 95.9 
4 19 27 39 41 45 44 38 24 4 71.7 
4 20 28 29 34 37 42 43 32 4 65.2 
4 31 35 36 30 23 22 21 12 4 86.7 
         Total 2018.1 
         Average 84.1 
2.2. Collaborative distribution system 
The collaborative distribution network consists of a trunk route and delivery routes (Fig. 3). A trunk 
route is used to initially transfer goods between suppliers. This involves transporting goods from those 
suppliers not located near customers to suppliers located near customers. Delivery routes are developed 
from suppliers to nearby customers.  
 































































































Fig. 3. Consolidated distribution network 
Here, the trunk route consists of a route that visits each supplier. Larger loads are transported 
compared to the delivery route (Table 2). In this network, the trunk route consists of the following 
sequence of visiting suppliers: 
 
1-2-3-4-3-2-1 a total distance of 90.8 km 
 
A capacity of 9600 kg is required for the vehicle operating the trunk route since goods are transferred 
between pairs of suppliers (Table 3). In this network goods are transferred between suppliers 1 and 2 to 
and from suppliers 3 and 4. 
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Table 2. Trunk route characteristics 
Leg Load details Weight load (kg) Distance (km) 
S1 -> S2 Goods S1→(customers serviced from S2, S3 & S4) 7200 6.7 
S2 -> S3 Goods S1→(customers serviced from S3 & S4) 
Goods S2→(customers serviced from S3 & S4) 
9600 15.7 
S3 -> S4 Goods S1→(customers serviced from S4) 
Goods S2→(customers serviced from S4) 
Goods S3→(customers serviced from S4) 
7200 23.0 
S4 -> S3 Goods S4→(customers serviced from S1, S2 & S3) 7200 23.0 
S3 -> S2 Goods S4→(customers serviced from S1 & S2) 
Goods S3→(customers serviced from S1 & S2) 
9600 15.7 
S2 -> S1 Goods S4→(customers serviced from S1) 
Goods S3→(customers serviced from S1) 
Goods S2→(customers serviced from S1) 
7200 6.7 
TOTAL   90.8 
(where: S1 = Supplier 1, S2 = Supplier 2, S3 = Supplier 3, S4 = Supplier 4) 
Table 3. Trunk route activities 
Location Activity 
S1 Load goods S1→(customers serviced from S2, S3 & S4) 
S2 Un-load goods S1→(customers serviced from S2) 
Load goods S2→(customers serviced from S3 & S4) 
S3 Un-load goods S1→(customers serviced from S3) 
Un-load goods S2→(customers serviced from S3) 
Load goods S3→(customers serviced from S4) 
S4 Un-load goods S1→(customers serviced from S4) 
Un-load goods S2→(customers serviced from S4) 
Un-load goods S3→(customers serviced from S4) 
Load goods S4→(customers serviced from S1,S2 & S3) 
S3 Un-load goods S4→(customers serviced from S3) 
Load goods S3→(customers serviced from S1 & S2) 
S2 Un-load goods S4→(customers serviced from S2) 
Un-load goods S3→(customers serviced from S2) 
Load goods S2→(customers serviced from S1) 
S1 Un-load goods S4→(customers serviced from S1) 
Un-load goods S3→(customers serviced from S1) 
Un-load goods S2→(customers serviced from S1) 
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Delivery routes comprise vehicles delivering goods located at each supplier to 6 customers for 2 days 
each week (Table 4). These are undertaken after the trunk route has been performed. This does not require 
a vehicle for each supplier so only 1 vehicle is required for 2 suppliers. Here, only 1 vehicle is required to 
perform deliveries from goods located at suppliers 1 and 2 and another vehicle is required to undertake 
deliveries from goods located suppliers 3 and 4. Each of these vehicles only requires a capacity of 1200 
kg. Thus at most 3 vehicles are required, 2 vans with a capacity of 1200kg and a truck with capacity of 
9600kg. Alternatively, if the truck that performs the trunk route is used for deliveries to customers only 2 
vehicles are required. 









  1 26 18 15 14 9 16 1 40.3 
  1 42 43 37 34 38 39 1 57.9 
1 2 48 47 25 17 8 1 1 45.9 
1 2 46 45 44 41 40 33 1 58.2 
  3 27 28 24 20 23 19 3 79.1 
  3 7 10 5 4 2 3 3 45.9 
3 4 30 36 35 31 32 29 3 97.0 
3 4 13 21 22 12 11 6 3 96.7 
        Total 520.9 
 
The collaborative distribution network involves vehicles operating both a trunk and delivery routes. 
Details of the optimal routes are presented in Table 5. 
Table 5. Distance travelled by vehicles in collaborative network 
Route Type Vehicle Distance 
Travelled (km) 
Trunk Truck  (9600kg) based at supplier 1 90.8 
Delivery Van (1200kg) based at supplier 1 
Van (1200kg) based at supplier 3 
202.2 
318.8 
TOTAL  611.8 
2.3. Cost comparison 
The costs of the collaborative distribution network are substantially lower compared with those of the 
independent distribution network (Table 6). 
A case study of a distribution network involving the supply of goods for a large retailer in Melbourne 
will be provided in the final paper. 
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Distance Travelled (km) 2018 611.8 70.0 
Number of Vehicles 4 2 or 3 50 or 25 
2.4. Network generation process 
The above example illustrates the benefits of a collaborative distribution network compared with a 
typical independent distribution. In order to construct a collaborative network, the structure of the 
distribution system needs to be analysed, and the following steps undertaken: 
1. Identifying the customers load requirements and delivery frequencies. 
2. Defining clusters of customers to be serviced by each supplier with the number of customers in 
each cluster being determined by the delivery frequency, number of vehicles available and the total 
number of customers. 
3. Determining efficient routes for the clusters from each supplier. 
4. Determining an efficient trunk route. 
 
Efficient routes were generated using optimisation procedures based on the tabu search meta-heuristic. 
3. Home delivery from supermarkets – Two strategies 
Since the emergence of internet based home deliveries that emerged in the mid to late 1990s the 
delivery models have often been revisited. For some retailers up to 12% or more of their business now 
involves home delivery services. 
As an example the basic two models for home shopping delivery operations can reflect the use of a 
network with shared common hubs. The task of home delivery has forced many logistics delivery 
providers to rethink their response to customers within a low cost and competitive environment, whilst 
also performing to a high service of delivery and quality handling standards, set by their  e-Business 
shopping site or the e-marketplace owner. 
In the case of Fig. 4, two different delivery agents both undertake household delivery but they do it 
differently. In operation 1, the delivery agent picks up goods for home delivery from a predetermined, 
initial supermarket and then delivers in a sequence whereby the last delivery in the duty is near another 
predetermined supermarket. The driver puts down the empty stillages and refills the van with the next set 
of deliveries that are performed leading to a next set of order pickups from the next predetermined 
refilling supermarket. The advantage of this delivery strategy is that empty backhauls are almost 
eliminated, except for the last trip back to the terminating supermarket or transport depot. 
In delivery example 2 in Fig. 3, there is only one refilling depot. Vans are loaded to do urban deliveries 
and when there initial deliveries are done they must return to the single restocking depot. This will often 
be done with a significant level of empty backhaul, or non revenue earning kilometres. Putting two refill 
depots across town can allay much of this empty running but increases the capital expenditures on two 
refill depots. However, if the two refill depots were large supermarkets then the network begins to 
resemble home delivery network 1. 
The two very common examples for supermarket home delivery reflect very different cost structures, 
and the supermarket chain owner should be aware of the delivery network used by the 3PL or 2PL 
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undertaking the service. Modelling for City home delivery network 1 has about 15% dead kilometres 
whereas delivery network 2 has nearly 40% dead backhaul kilometres, which is a very high cost scenario 
in congested cities, as both extra driver and vehicle resources are needed. 
 
 
Fig. 4. E-commerce supermarket home delivery network 
4. Conclusions 
Suppliers operating their own independent distribution systems in large urban areas are facing 
increasing costs due to service frequency requirements and low vehicle utilization. 
Independent distribution systems operated by number of suppliers to common stores in large urban 
areas can be transformed into collaborative distribution systems to substantially reduce the distance 
travelled as well as the number of vehicles required.  
This paper has shown that collaborative urban distribution systems can be designed to substantially 
reduce transport distances travelled as well as the number of vehicles required. An example network 
showed that savings of approximately 70% in travel distance and 25 to 50% in the number of vehicles 
required can be achieved by using a collaborative distribution network. 
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